We observe geometric resonance features of composite fermions on the flanks of the evendenominator ν = 1/2 fractional quantum Hall state in high-mobility two-dimensional electron and hole systems confined to wide GaAs quantum wells and subjected to a weak, strain-induced, unidirectional periodic potential modulation. The features provide a measure of how close to ν = 1/2 the system stays single-component and supports a composite fermion Fermi sea before transitioning into a ν = 1/2 fractional quantum Hall state, presumably the two-component Ψ331 state.
Clean two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field B exhibit an array of novel phases. At and near B = 0, the 2D electrons are typically a degenerate Fermi gas and occupy a Fermi sea in their ground-state. At higher B, however, their ground-state can transform into various phases such as the integral and fractional quantum Hall states (FQHSs), Fermi gas of composite fermions (CFs), stripe and bubble phases, and Wigner crystal [1, 2] . The evolution of the system into different phases as a function of B, and in some cases temperature, makes the physics of 2DES very exciting. Here we address a fundamental question: Can the 2DES very near Landau level filling factor ν = 1/2 be described by CFs possessing a well-defined Fermi surface, if the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is an incompressible FQHS?
In a standard, single-layer 2DES, the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is known to be a compressible state which is elegantly described by CFs, exotic quasi-particles each composed of an electron and two magnetic flux quanta [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the fundamental properties of CFs is that they form a Fermi gas and occupy a Fermi sea at ν = 1/2 [4] . This Fermi gas state of CFs, similar to that of electrons near zero B, also extends to the vicinity of ν = 1/2 where the CFs experience a small effective magnetic field B * = B − B 1/2 [5], B 1/2 being the field at ν = 1/2. The existence of a Fermi surface of CFs near ν = 1/2 has indeed been confirmed in numerous commensurability experiments where the geometric resonance of the CF cyclotron orbit, defined by B * , with laterally-induced sample features were exploited [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Now, under suitable conditions, namely in wide quantum wells (QWs) with bilayer-like charge distribution [21] [22] [23] [24] , the 2DES can prefer FQHS as the ground-state at ν = 1/2 over the Fermi gas of CFs. The commensurability experiments we report here for such systems reveal that CFs with a Fermi sea exist near ν = 1/2 even though the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is no longer a Fermi gas but an incompressible FQHS.
The 2DES sample we studied is confined to a 65-nmwide symmetric GaAs QW, grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) GaAs substrate. The QW, located 190 nm below the surface, is flanked on each side by 95-nm-thick Al 0.24 Ga 0.76 As spacer layers and Si δ-doped layers. The 2DES density is 1.8 × 10 11 cm −2 , and mobility 10 7 cm 2 /Vs. As shown in Fig. 1 , we pattern the surface of a standard Hall bar with a straininducing superlattice of period a = 200 nm. The superlattice, made of negative electron-beam resist, produces a potential modulation of the same period in the 2DES through the piezoelectric effect in GaAs [17] [18] [19] [20] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Part of the Hall bar is intentionally left unpatterned as a reference region. We pass current along the Hall bar and simultaneously measure the magnetoresistance of the patterned and the reference regions. The potential modulation in the patterned region induces commensurability features stemming from the geometric resonance of CFs with the period of modulation. Using these features, we probe the Fermi surface properties of CFs in the vicinity of the ν = 1/2 FQHS. Measurements are carried out using a dilution refrigerator or a 3 He cryostat.
The phase diagram of Fig. 2(a) illustrates the experimental conditions under which the ν = 1/2 FQHS is observed in 2DESs confined to symmetric, wide GaAs QWs [23, 24] . An important property of wide QWs is that both ∆ SAS (symmetric-to-antisymmetric subband separation) and d (the inter-layer separation, see Fig.  2 (a) inset), which characterize the coupling between the layers, can be tuned by changing the 2DES density (n) [21] [22] [23] [24] 30] . For a given well width (W ), at low n, when ∆ SAS is large, the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is compressible. Increasing n makes ∆ SAS smaller and d larger so that the charge distribution becomes increasingly bilayer- like and a ν = 1/2 FQHS is stabilized, presumably as a two-component (Ψ 331 ) state. At higher n, however, the ground-state at ν = 1/2 turns insulating, likely due to the formation of a bilayer Wigner crystal [31, 32] . The yellow region of Fig. 2(a) phase diagram illustrates the range of W and n required to stabilize the ν = 1/2 FQHS [24] . We chose the values of W and n for our 2DES sample near the center of this region. The traces from the ref erence region show a deep minimum in longitudinal magnetoresistance (R xx ) and a plateau at 2h/e 2 in the Hall resistance (R xy ); see the 35 mK traces in Fig. 2(b) . These are clear indications for a well-developed FQHS at ν = 1/2 for the 2DES sample, consistent with its position in the phase diagram. As seen in the 550 mK traces, the minimum and plateau at ν = 1/2 vanish at higher temperature.
Before discussing the data from the patterned region, we briefly describe the theoretical picture of the commensurability features for ν = 1/2 CFs in standard (singlelayer) 2DESs where the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is compressible [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These features are manifested as R xx minima near ν = 1/2 whenever the quasi-classical cyclotron orbit diameter 2R * c of CFs becomes commensurate with integer multiples of the density modulation period a. More precisely, resistance minima are observed at the magnetic commensurability condition 2R * c /a = i + 1/4 [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , where i = 1, 2, 3..., 2R * c = 2 k * F /eB * , B * = B − B 1/2 is the effective magnetic field seen by the CFs, and k * F = √ 4πn * is the Fermi wave vector of CFs [33] . The expression for k * F assumes full spin polarization of CFs since ν = 1/2 is typically positioned at very high fields. In our study, we focus on the commensurability resistance minima on the sides of ν = 1/2 corresponding to i = 1. These minima give a direct measure of k * F thus providing a clear signature for the existence of a well-defined CF Fermi surface. Figure 2 (c) is the highlight of our study. It shows three R xx traces from the patterned region of the 2DES sample, taken at different temperatures. Similar to the reference region, we observe a deep minimum at ν = 1/2 in the T = 35 mK trace indicating a strong FQHS. Remarkably, in addition to the FQHS minimum at ν = 1/2, there are two minima on the sides of ν = 1/2, flanked by shoulders of increasing resistance. We also mark, with dotted red lines on both sides of ν = 1/2, the expected field-positions of the commensurability minima based on the commensurability condition 2R * C /a = 5/4 and the total 2DES density. These lines agree very well with the positions of the observed minima. The absence of such minima near ν = 1/2 FQHS in the 35 mK trace from the reference region (bottom trace of Fig. 2(b) ) is very suggestive that the minima observed in Fig. 2(c) indeed correspond to the commensurability of CFs' cyclotron orbit with the periodic modulation. The temperature dependence of R xx in Fig. 2 (c) also supports our conjecture. In the trace taken at T = 200 mK, the strength of the FQHS minima at ν = 1/2, 4/7, 4/9, 3/7 significantly weakens, whereas the two minima near ν = 1/2 are clearly less affected. At T = 550 mK, the aforementioned FQHSs completely disappear. However, we still observe signs of weak minima matching the dotted red lines. Considering the fact that commensurability features, which originate from the quasi-classical CF cyclotron orbits, are less temperature dependent than the FQHSs, we conclude that the observed minima here signal the Fermi surface of CFs. In summary, the ground-state near ν = 1/2 in our 2DES is clearly a Fermi gas of CFs while at ν = 1/2 it is an incompressible FQHS.
We emphasize that in standard, single-layer 2DES the ground-state at and near ν = 1/2 is compressible and is described by a Fermi sea of CFs. Our findings establish that a Fermi sea of CFs can exist very near ν = 1/2 even though the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is no longer a Fermi gas state of CFs. This also highlights an important difference between the properties of electrons and CFs. In the case of degenerate electrons, the ground-state at B = 0 is compressible with a well-defined Fermi surface which is also preserved in the limit of small B. Commensurability features for electrons in small B thus signal the existence of a degenerate Fermi sea at B = 0. Furthermore, such features provide a measure of the Fermi wave vector at B = 0. In contrast, as illustrated by the data of Fig.  2(c) , the absence of a CF Fermi sea at B * = 0 does not rule out the existence of a CF Fermi surface at small B * .
As stated earlier, the ν = 1/2 FQHS observed in 2DESs confined to symmetric, wide, single QWs is generally believed to be the two-component Ψ 331 state [24] . However, other FQHSs neighboring ν = 1/2 resemble those only observed in 2DESs with standard singlelayer charge distributions; examples include the oddnumerator states such as those at ν = 5/9 and 5/11 which are clearly single-component. This suggests that the system undergoes a single-component to two-component phase transition near ν = 1/2. However, in the very close vicinity of ν = 1/2 where no FQHSs are observed, it is unclear whether the system stays single-component. The commensurability features which we observe in this particular region clearly demonstrate that the system does remain single-component very close to ν = 1/2 and then undergoes a sharp phase transition into a twocomponent, imcompressible state at ν = 1/2. It is particularly noteworthy that our observed commensurability minima in Fig. 2(c) are consistent with the total density of the 2DES.
Next we focus on Fig. 3 which shows similar results for a 2D hole system (2DHS). In this sample, the 2D holes are confined to a 35-nm-wide symmetric GaAs QW, grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) GaAs substrate. The QW located 135 nm below the surface is flanked on each side by 95-nm-thick Al 0.24 Ga 0.76 As spacer layers and C δ-doped layers. The 2DHS density (p) is 1.68 × 10 11 cm −2 , and mobility is 10 6 cm 2 /Vs. The phase diagram describing different ground-states for ν = 1/2 in 2DHSs is shown in Fig. 3(a) [34] . This phase diagram differs from the one for 2DESs (Fig. 2(a) ) in that, for a given W , the ν = 1/2 FQHS is observed at a smaller density. The basic reason for this difference is that the larger hole effective mass renders the 2DHS into a bilayer-like system at a smaller density [34] . The W and p for our 2DHS sample indicate that, analogous to the 2DES case, the ground-state at ν = 1/2 should be a FQHS. This is indeed the case as we observe a clear R xx minimum at ν = 1/2 and a developing R xy plateau at 2h/e 2 in Fig. 3(b) . However, compared to the 2DES sample, the FQHS at ν = 1/2 is considerably weaker partly because of the lower mobility of the 2DHS sample [35] .
The R xx data of Fig. 3(c) from the patterned region at T = 35 mK show signatures of the commensurability features near ν = 1/2. The minima are slightly further away from ν = 1/2 than the dotted red lines which are based on the total 2DHS density. The positions of these minima are consistent with the warped geometry of CFs' Fermi surface in this 2DHS sample as discussed elsewhere [36] . Similar to the reference region, the minimum at ν = 1/2 is not strong. However, the R xx trace taken at 300 mK shows a weakening of the ν = 1/2 minimum relative to the commensurability features. We conclude that similar to the 2DES case, an incompressible FQHS at ν = 1/2 is flanked by a Fermi sea of CFs very near ν = 1/2.
To summarize, results from both 2DES and 2DHS samples show that the system is able to retain a well-defined Fermi surface of CFs in close proximity of ν = 1/2 even though the ground-state at ν = 1/2 is not a Fermi gas but an incompressible FQHS. We would like to emphasize that the technique used in our work can also be applied to explore certain long-standing puzzles about the enigmatic FQHS at ν = 5/2. It is widely believed that the pairing of CFs leads to the formation of ν = 5/2 FQHS [37] . Fermi surface properties of CFs near ν = 5/2 were indeed explored previously through surface acoustic wave measurements [37, 38] . While an enhanced conductivity near ν = 5/2 at high temperatures hinted at the existence of a Fermi surface, no geometric resonance was observed on the flanks of ν = 5/2 [38] . Inducing commensurability minima near the ν = 5/2 FQHS would be a more direct demonstration of a Fermi surface. In addition, the Fermi wave vector of CFs deduced from the positions of these minima could shed light on whether the ν = 5/2 FQHS is two-component (spin-unpolarized) or single-component (spin-polarized).
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